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Background
• We are at the beginning of an explosion in 

social-science genetics research.
• Two fundamental approaches to gene 

discovery: 
– Candidate gene studies (specify ex ante 

hypotheses about small set of SNPs)
– GWAS (atheoretical testing of a large number 

of SNPs)



Outline
• My talk: existing candidate approaches, as practiced 

to date, are not working.
• Dan’s talk: there is a single principle that can help us 

understand why.
• Phil’s talk: the findings from properly designed 

studies replicate consistently.



Candidate-Gene Study
• Set significance threshold  = .05 / #Hypotheses.
• Eminently reasonable, and has worked when 

hypotheses are direct. (e.g., APOE and 
Alzheimer’s)

• But social-science results often fail to replicate.
– Population stratification.
– Uncorrected multiple hypothesis testing / 

publication bias.
– Low power and weak hypotheses (in the small 

samples typically used).



Genome-Wide Association 
Studies (GWAS)

• Atheoretical testing of all SNPs measured on the 
chip (typically 0.5-2.5 million).

• Set significance threshold  = 5  10-8 (since ≈1 
million independent SNPs in genome).

• Some advantages of GWAS:
– Hypothesis-free design makes need to correct 

for multiple hypothesis testing transparent.
– Possible and easy to control for principal 

components of the GWAS data—helps deal with 
the major confound of population stratification.





• Selected the candidate SNPs from a review 
(Payton, 2008).

• Tried to replicate the associations between 11 
SNPs + APOE with published g associations in 
three different samples with a combined sample 
size of 10,000.

• In none of the samples were we able to replicate 
any of the associations reported in the literature.

• We cannot reject the null hypothesis that the 
SNPs jointly have no explanatory power for g.

Methodology



Pooled Estimates (11 SNPs + 
APOE)





Population Stratification
• Allele frequencies are correlated with 

unobserved environmental confounds.
• Principal component analysis used to model 

ancestry differences (Price et al. 2006)  



A Spurious Association: LCT
and Educational Attainment



Restricting Sample to “Whites” 
Insufficient 


